
FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING ESSAY

Tolkien Lord Acton once said, "Power corrupts, but absolute power corrupts absolutely." He was probably referring to
the powerful kings and queens who held power over many people. Tolkien tells us a story about Frodo Baggins who is
ordered by Gandalf to destroy the powerful ring.

Tolkien has been read and loved by many and will be enjoyed by many more in the years to come. Tolkien
was an amazing linguist and author. Gollum is the first victim of the Ring, with no knowledge of Its powers or
guidance away from Its control When he wears the Ring, he becomes invisible to all eyes. For nothing is evil
in the beginning. As it is the first impression the audience will get of the film it needs to grab their attention
and keep them interested. Even the Dark Lord was not so. R Tolkin, print date: Oct, The story starts with the
33rd birthday-party for Frodo Baggans, and the th birthday party for Bilbo Baggans, Hobbits who live in a
mythical land called the Shire. He does, however have a side to himself that wants to go out and explore the
world and be adventurous. Gimli for example is a very strong character. He goes through all the trials and
temptations that a hero goes through, and portrays the traits of a real hero. Gandalf lays down his life just like
Jesus for his friends. Bilbo controlled the Ring for many years, and not so coincidentally with possession of it
he never seemed to grow old. Gandalf Stormcrow has returned and hasneed of one from the shire. Each song
is presented to the reader with an inclusion of every verse and refrain. Tolkien had trouble publishing this
book at first, but obviously it later became a great success. When Gullom lost his Ring he committed treason,
and became a servant of the Dark Lord, hoping to regain it. There is also Gandalf, the wizard he is a powerful
wizard, second to only Saruman the White. And destroy the ring bywhich the very fires He acts as a guide and
helper during the journey. Frodo was always fascinated and interested in Bilbos telling of experiences and
adventures he has had, tales which he by no means hesitates to share. He creates lembas, a special kind of
dried bread and made it the primary food source for the main characters. The Fellowship of the Ring starts
with the th birthday party of Bilbo. Bilbo did this out of pity when they were in the dark caves located under
the mountain. His engrossing characters, beautiful descriptions, and intriguing plot have enraptured
generations of avid readers. The mirror of Galadriel symbolizes the ambiguity of the knowledge gift and how
uncomprehensive fate is. Symbolism is a concept that is evident in several scenarios in this book. The good
guy always depends on his friends, the bad guy never depends on anything except evil. The potential to
become like Gullom exists inside Bilbo, Frodo and each one of us. He finally gives a ring once his friend
Gandalf urge him to do so. His other books can be seen as support and basis for this novel. Frodo owns a
magic Ring which makes him invisible when he wears it, a gift from his cousin Bilbo who stole it from
Gollum years ago. But, we could see how power is something many of the characters in Tolkien's story are
trying to have and hold onto in some form or another. Then his mother moved them to England. On the other
hand, goodness is related to the beauty of creation and the preservation of all created things.


